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African American Legacy 
The Economic Legacy of Slavery in Maryland !!
Subjects:  History, Social Studies, Economics of Slavery / 7th—12th Grade 
Skills:  Students will practice reading and writing comprehension, and analysis using primary and 
secondary documents; geographical tools such as maps, imagery. 
Strategies:  Have students read and interpret primary and secondary sources to gain 
understanding of historic, social, and economic events. 

Carroll’s Hundred   

     Exploration:  History!

Students may: MD Social Studies Standards / Framework
Understand the diversity and commonality, human 
interdependence, and global cooperation of the 
people of colonial Maryland through a multicultural 
and a historic perspective.

Content Standard 2.0!
Peoples of the Nation and the World

Use geographic reasoning associated with physical 
and human factors, locations of places and regions, 
economic activities, and cultures; apply geographic 
representation including maps, imagery, and 
geospatial technologies. 

Content Standard 3.0!
Geography

Evaluate the decision making of individuals, 
businesses, governments, and societies in allocating 
resources in colonial America; develop an under-
standing of the historical development of current 
economic principles, institutions, and processes.

Content Standard 4.A.1.2.!
Economics — Scarcity and Economic Decisions

Evaluate the economic system of colonial Maryland; 
and examine the basic questions of what, how, and for 
whom to produce, as well as the role of government in 
this society.

Content Standard 4.B.1.2.

Gain knowledge of the multi-cultural plantation 
community at Carroll’s Hundred, including the 
economics of iron production and slavery.

Content Standard 5.0!
History

Use reading, writing, and thinking skills to gain 
knowledge and understanding of political, historical, 
and current events by framing, evaluating questions 
from primary, secondary, and online sources.

Content Standard  6.0!
Social Studies Skills and Processes



Objectives: 
Students May 

1. Understand iron manufacture in the Mid-Atlantic / 18th-century world economy. 
2. Become familiar with Mid-Atlantic iron production, its dependence on slavery, bound labor 

and the “triangle trade”. 
3. Gain skills in using research tools, including primary and secondary documents. 
4. Gain skills using geographic tools, and other technologies to understand how geography 

affects regions’ political, cultural, and economic systems. 
5. Improve skills in reading, writing, and analyzing multi-disciplinary research materials. 
6. Become aware of the role of slavery and iron in the social and economic history of Baltimore. 

!
!!
Note: 
Students may want to investigate underlined terms. 
!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



For Students: !
Procedure 
Have students explore the Carroll’s Hundred website www.carrollshundred.org to become familiar 
with the Carroll’s Hundred project in general.  Some students may wish to visit the internet 
research resource jstor: https://www.jstor.org/  to access the Keach Johnson and Ronald Lewis 
materials on the Baltimore Company for more detailed information on colonial iron production. 

• Using the materials below and other online resources, have the students gather 
information on the 18th-c. world iron economy. 

• Ask them to discuss how this economy affected the Mid-Atlantic colonies differently 
than the northern or southern low country economies.   

• All three areas benefitted from the so-called “triangle trade”.  What was this trade and 
how does it figure in the economy of slavery throughout the colonies? 

• Ask students to explore the archaeological resources —   https://carrollshundred.  
eylercreative16.us/about/research/the-orangery-dig/#  — available on this site for 
additional understanding of life on the iron plantation. 

• Ask students to explore how the lives of enslaved people may have been impacted by 
having no income, being separated from family members for sale as a commodity 
often without notice, and having no freedom of movement beyond the plantation. 

• Similarly how would the lives of other groups on the plantation have been affected? 
• Ask students to trace the major factors (geographic, ecological, economic, social) 

leading from colonial iron making at Carroll’s Hundred to Bethlehem Steel in 1940. 
Students may wish to work in groups to gather data on the respective topics outlined above.  After 
the information has been gathered, it may be shared in written and/or oral presentations using 
graphs, charts, and online formats. !!!
Resources 
Artifacts / Carroll's Hundred - www.carrollshundred.org 
Diagnostic Artifacts in Maryland - http://jefpat.org/diagnostic/index.htm 
Johnson, Keach, “The Genesis of the Baltimore Ironworks.”  Journal of Southern History 19  
 (1953): 157-179. 
JSTOR:  https://www.jstor.org/ 
Lewis, Ronald L. Coal, Iron, and Slaves — Industrial Slavery in Maryland and Virginia, 1715-1865.  
 Westport : Greenwood Press, 1979. 
Phillips, Christopher, Freedom’s Port: The African American Community of Baltimore,   
 1790-1860, Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois, 1997. !!!!

http://www.carrollshundred.org
https://www.jstor.org/
https://carrollshundred
http://eylercreative16.us/about/research/the-orangery-dig/#%5B
https://www.jstor.org/


Background 
Carroll’s Hundred began as part of the “Georgia Plantation”, the name for a 2,400-acre land patent 
granted to Dr. Charles Carroll and others by King George II in 1732.  The Doctor and several partners 
soon formed the Baltimore Company Ironworks to fabricate “pig iron” for export to Great Britain.  
The partners hired specialized work contractors to construct the furnace.  They also purchased 
equipment, provisions, and human labor (indentured and predominantly enslaved labor) to produce 
their product.  While the furnace and associated buildings encompassed only several hundred acres, 
the remaining plantation land was used for self-sustaining agricultural production: vegetable 
gardens, fruit orchards, vineyards, as well as animal husbandry: sheep raising, hogs, and chickens.  
The doctor also experimented with commercial production of tobacco and wheat when markets were 
favorable.  But, it was the production of bar and pig iron that ultimately made Dr. Carroll and later his 
son, Charles Carroll, Barrister, among the six wealthiest men in Maryland. !
The Baltimore Company operated from the 1730s up through the Revolutionary War period in the 
1770s.  Many Early American pioneers — small farmers, indentured servants, slaves, Native 
Americans, hired hands, as well as the Carrolls and their business partners — contributed to the 
financial success of the operation and the resulting wealth of the Carroll family.  Archaeological 
evidence has shown that enslaved people at the furnace manufactured munitions for the War for 
Independence.  By 1817, the company existed primarily in name only.  Dr. Carroll and his son 
Charles Carroll, Barrister [aka Esquire] were both deceased and the plantation had been 
bequeathed to a nephew, James Maccubbin Carroll.  Enslaved workers at the furnace were either 
hired out for other jobs, or sold.  Their “independence” (freedom”) would not come for many years.   !
This story is instructive in asking us to think about what we mean when we speak of American 
“pioneers.”  As we can see from this story, the development of a new technology for smelting 
locally mined iron ore came about through the combined efforts of a diverse group of people with 
a variety of specialized skills.  As with any new enterprise there is much trial and error as 
innovations are developed and work gets underway.  Unexpected complexities arise that must be 
worked out on the spot.  Everyone involved contributed their intelligence and expertise to this 
effort, including the massive effort to produce weapons of war (ie., iron canon balls, musket balls) 
to defeat the British.  It is useful to remember all of the “Americans” who pioneered this 
extraordinary accomplishment — some even imagined it might lead to their freedom. 

Boiling Springs Iron Furnace
Bethlehem Steel Mill and Shipyard 1940                           Robert Kniesche/Baltimore Sun



1.  Primary Documents: 
[The following are transcriptions excerpted from primary documents]: !
Carroll-Maccubbin Papers  Ms. 219, Boxes 6,8   
The Maryland Historical Society   http://www.mdhs.org/library/library-overview !
Employee Records:  Baltimore Company  1731-1732 
Letter of Agreement between Thomas Holmes of Virginia and Dr Charles Carroll of Annapolis on 
behalf of The Baltimore Company   February 25, 1731 

With this agreement Thomas Holmes enters into a legal “covenant” with The Baltimore Company 
for seven years and will work on digging and transporting ore for the furnace.  He has the 
responsibility of hiring other workers and arranging the transportation of the ore “on carts, horses 
and flats and other carriages…”  Thomas Holmes is to be paid “the sum of seventeen shillings 
current money for every ton of Pig Iron or Mettle which shall be run in the said Furnace …”  from 
the ore provided by Holmes. 

Agreement signed by Thomas Holmes 
Witnessed by John Digges and Charles Steward !!!
Employee Records:  Baltimore Company  1731-1732 
Memorandum of Agreement between Dr. Charles Carroll and Thomas Holmes        May 17, 1732 

This memorandum names Holmes as an overseer of the workmen mining the ore needed for the 
Baltimore Company.  He is to direct the work of the laborers both “… white servants or Negros ….”  
He is also to look after the provisions of “…meat, corn and other necessaries that shall be 
committed to his care for the use of the said laborers, Negros and horses ….” 

Signed by Thomas Holmes 
Witnessed by Rich Croxall and Charles Steward !!!
Employee Records:  Baltimore Company  1733 
List of Charles Carroll and Daniel Carroll’s “Negroes at The Iron Works” !
Name    Owner               Name                    Owner   Name                     Owner 
Bush   DC   Robbin         —     Bigg Caesar          DC 
Long Harry  CC   Stephen         —   Betty                       CC  
Caine   CC   [Caehoye]         —     Jack        — 
Dick   CC   Toney          —   [Coffee]                 CC 
Poplar Jonns  DC   Dick          —   Davy         —  
Boy Jack  DC   [Jinny]          —   Lucy                     DC 
Dick   DC   Jack                         —   Hanna        CC 
[Bott]   CC   1 New Negro dead 



The Maryland Gazette — Run-a-way Advertisement 
February 28, 1764 !
“Ran away last Night from the Baltimore Iron-Works, on Patapsco, in Maryland, viz. 
 John Pinamore, an English man, near 6 Feet high … 
 John Child, a Convict, about 30 Years of Age, near 5 Feet 10 Inches  
high, by Trade a Gardener, marked with the Small Pox, born in England, and  
speaks broad, wears brown curled Hair; Had on a Pair of old black Cloth ditto Country 
Shoes, grey Yarn Stockings, and Osnabrig Shirt, 
 Bear, a Country-born Mulatto Slave, 19 Years of Age, …  It is supposed 
they have stole the following Horses, viz.  A black Stallion, …  A dark brown 
Gelding, … A grey Gelding, … 
Whoever secures said Servants, so that they may be had again, shall have Five 
Pounds Reward for each, or either of them, and Fifty Shillings for each, or 
either of the Horses, and reasonable Charges, if brought Home. 
          R. Croxall.” !!!
2.  Secondary Document: !
Johnson, Keach, “The Genesis of the Baltimore Ironworks.”  Journal of Southern History 19 
(1953): 176. !
“The Baltimore Company employed a large labor force, numbering eighty-one in 1734 and ninety-
four two years later.  The tasks performed by these laborers were multiple.  Thus, in 1734 the 
company employed 2 founders; 2 “fillers” who fed the furnace with ore, charcoal, and limestone;  
2 “Breakers & Cleanrs” who broke the ore into small pieces before it was put into the furnace; a 
“Myne Burner” who burned the ore before smelting in order to remove impurities; 3 carters;  
4 “Flatters” who manned the flat-boats that were used to bring ore to the furnace by water;  
4 overseers and an assistant overseer; 17 miners; 12 colliers; 11 woodcutters; 4 farm hands; 8 
cooks; 2 blacksmiths; a wheelwright; 2 “Sawers”; 2 carpenters; a basket maker; a tailor; and a 
“Waiting Boy.”  Forty-three of these laborers were Negro slaves, who constituted a majority of the 
miners, colliers, woodcutters, farm hands, and cooks.” !!!!!!
   !!


